TALK CLASS ➔ MAKE CHANGE

What can social justice groups gain by talking about class cultures?

Building Class-Multicultural Social Change Groups
A new workshop offered by Class Action

How do diverse movement traditions and class cultures solve common group problems such as low turnout, inactive members or internal conflicts?

Building on insights from the groundbreaking new book Missing Class: Strengthening Social Movement Groups by Seeing Class Cultures, this participatory workshop, created by activists for activists, enables participants to look through a class lens at their own social justice work, and offers tools to draw on the strengths of all class cultures and build cross-class alliances for social change.

Class Action is seeking sponsors for this workshop on activist class cultures starting in April 2014.

The workshops will be co-facilitated by the author of Missing Class (Cornell, 2014), Betsy Leondar-Wright, and other Class Action trainers.

In the book and the workshop, Betsy identifies specific class differences in how activists solve problems and reveals how discovering class cultures can be transformative for social change groups.

Interested? Contact Class Action (www.classism.org) at info@classism.org, 617-477-8635.